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UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY, MARCH 8, 1932

■Alexander and Kelleher
Gertrude Warden
Burke Says
Will
Give
Recital
Complete Forensic Tour
Petitions A re
Of Vocal Solos
With Exceptional Record
Due F rid a y
State University Debate Team Win. Five, Loses Two, and Argues Two
No-Uecisum Contests in Engagements With Coast Schools;
learn Covers 2,000 Miles on Extensive Trip

Pauline Ritchey and Dora Jacobson
Will Ito Accompanists
Results of Plan for New Method
Thursday Evening:

Of Buying Track Tickets
Will Be Known Soon

Gertrude Warden of Great Palls, a
sophomore in the State University, will
Results of the proposed plan for
With five decisions to their credit, and two close contests awarded appear in a recital of vocal selections sale of Interscholastic Track Meet
to their opponents, Edward Alexander, Whitehall, and Grant Kelleher, Thursday evening at 8:15 o'clock in tickets will be determined late this
Main hall auditorium. Accompanying
i Ut, e; rf tT ed Sund?y from a two-week’s trip to the Pacific-coast her on the violin will be Pauline week. This was made known last
that took them over 2,000 miles and into three
states. The Montana Richey of Missoula with Dora Jacob night by Billy Burke, A. S. U. M. busi
ee states,
ness manager.
~
—
fle a engaged in nine debates at eight
son of Anaconda at the piano. There
“Petitions must be handed in Fr
northwest universities.
Kg
is no admission charge and the public
day,”
said Burke. “People in charge
start at the beginning—it is a
In the final contest on the tour at is invited to attend.
of the petitions at the residence halls,
the University of Washington, the
generally known fact that Montana
The program follows:
fraternity and sorority houses have
athletes are subject to' stricter schol
judges named the debate a non-de
I
been circulating them for several
cision engagement. Alexander and O Sleep Why Dost Thou Leave Me?....
astic football requirements than those
weeks. Although no definite results
Kelleher upheld the affirmative side of
of most schools. But although the
..... .— ... . ...............
Handel can be determined as yet, we are hope
the question: Resolved, that the cut She Never Told Her L o v e........ Haydn
school has not yet “gone football”
ful that the necessary 500 signatures
Registration of Thirty-Five Includes
ting of wages during the present de Dedication .....
Pronz
sufficiently to keep its athletes eligible
will be obtained. Forty-nine names
Twelve from Missoula,
pression has retarded the process of Soft Dews from Heaven Falling.......
by hook or by crook—especially the
have been secured at one fraternity
Says Professor
recovery. The Montana system of ...................... .................
Bach
latter ^— it is still football-minded
and 22 people have signed at one
cross-examination was used in this
Gertrude Warden
enough to want a winning team,
sorority house. If these conditions
“Thirty-five students, twelve of encounter and in all other contests
II
There’s no reason why instructors
are indicative, the proposed plan cer
should hare to donate grades to ath whom are from Missoula, will com except the engagement with the Col Prelude .................... ............. .Respegh tainly should go over.”
Dora Jacobson
letes. The athletes themselves are plete their courses in Teaching and lege of Puget Sound at Tacoma oi
In former years, students have pur
III
normal individuals, most of them, with Observation, Friday,” Dean Freeman Thursday night. The Montanans lost
chased tickets for the Interscholastic
the decision at Tacoma where
I Love Thee........................... ___Grelg
no greater and no less intelligence
meet
at season ticket prices of $2.50.
-Daughters of the School of Education question of centralized control of
Cradle Song
...................... ...Brahms
than the rest of us. But unlike the rest
The new plan calls for purchase of
The Perfect H o u r......._........ ___ Hahn
of us they cannot take a few minus stated yesterday. S.ince the opening dustry was used.
the tickets when the student pays his
M attin ata....................... ..... ...... Tosti
Oregon State Wins
grade points this quarter with the idea of the quarter this class has been do
registration fees at the beginning of
Gertrude Warden
of planning to make them up a t some ing practice teaching in Missoula pub
The only other defeat incurred was
the spring quarter. Providing 500
IV
' later date in their careers. To be lic schools and on the campus, under at Oregon State -college on the wage
people signify their intentions of buy
eligible nest year they must make
question. At the University of Oregon The Song My Mother Taught Me....
ing these, the Interscholastic com
the supervision of instructors em
................. ................. ........... Kreisler mittee will make a price of $1 for
enough of those precious counters now
at Eugene, the debate was held before
RIsBland
to keep them supplied for some time ployed in those schools.
the Congress club and the conference Russian Chant ........................
season tickets for State University stu
Pauline Ritchey
Those who have satisfactorily fin style of debate was used. T-his is at
;; to come. Some'concentrated studydents. Unless the stipulated number
V
hard study—this week and'next would ished their cadet teaching work are: innovation in debate on the Pa
of students is willing to adopt' the new
In
a
G
ard
en
.........................
....Cadman
bring the desired end. And what has Ella Pollinger, Rhea Dobner, Howard cific coast and is somewhat on the
plan, it is obvious that the committee
this to do with dates? Well, we just Rorvik, Loisjane Stephenson, Myles order of a round table discussion. This I Drink the Fragrance of the Rose.
could not discriminate against other
Clough-Leightner Track Meet spectators.
thought the women might do a little Flood, Thelma Wolfe, Marion Davis, debate was also non-decision. The —......................
Miriam Barnhill, Evelyn Blaeser, Montana team reecived favorable de In a Luxemburg Garden .....Manning
s sacrificing themselves for a chan:
"The new plan would be a good
And perhaps next fall both athletes Franklin Robinson, James T. Likes cisions over the University of Idaho, The Hills of Home............... Oscar Fox thing for the students, as well as the
Gertrude Warden
add co-eds will be grateful for a few and Bonita Gels, Missoula; Bertha Washington State college, Whitman
Track Meet,” said Burke. “Students

|Students Finish
Course in Cadet
Teaching Friday

No. 40

A. W. S. ABOLISHES
WEEK NIGHT DATING
RULE FOR FRESHMEN
Governing Board, At Yesterday’s Meeting, Passes Amendment Killing
Ancient Restriction; Hours Men May Be in Halls and
Sorority Houses Will Be Enforced Strictly
The Associated Women Students’ regulation dealing with freshman
women’s having dates on week nights was formally abolished at the
regular meeting of that organization’s executive board when it con
vened in the Natural Science building yesterday at 4 :3 0 o’clock.
~
S nqm cL
u p c llllM l

P ln c c p c
V s ld M C b

^Action was taken only after the advisability of such procedure was discussed at length at previous meetIngs

The amendment is to take effect im
Will Give Show mediately.
The amendment was contained in
Thursday Night | a report
presented to the board by the
constitution revision and amendment
Montana Masquers Also WiU Give committee, and was passed by a ma
One-Act Play Thursday
jority vote of those members present.
In Little Theater
In place of such a regulation an
amendment was passed which reads:
Final rehearsals are progressing for “There is no restriction on freshman
the4 play “Sueno de Una Noche de women having dates but in the interest
Agosto,” which the Spanish section of of scholarship, A. W. S. recommends
the Department of Foreign Languages that freshman women refrain from
will present at the Little Theater having dates on week nights.” The
responsibility of regulating social
Thursday evening, March 10.
The play is a light amusing comedy dates of their pledges now will be left
in three acts by a modern playwright, to the discretion of the respective
Martinez Sierra. A highly romantic women’s fraternities.
Stndy Will Be Enforced
young Spanish girl beholds a straw

hat blown in her window one August; Organized and supervised study
evening and what develops must be tables will be more strictly enforced
seen to be appreciated.
from now on, but it has been the con
Lucille Saner, Butte, plays the part census of opinion on the campu3 that
of the heroine and Stanley Trachta, students who have advanced enough
Pendroy, is the young author who, in years to be enrolled as freshmen at
while attempting to recover the hat, the State University, have reached the
loses his heart. The heroine’s broth age of reason.
ers are played by Glenn Reddick, KalIn order that there will be no in
Cone, Margaret Lease, Catherine college (two debates), and Williamette
at Bozeman are assessed $1.50 an i'spell; Jack Griffith and Tom Mills, fringement upon dormitory rules reg
Missoula.
Her
grandmother
is
Mary
ulating
the presence of men and the
Hurst, Great Falls; Hazel Borders, university at Salem, Ore.
nually to help finance the state basket
Clyde Banfield, Bozeman; Margaret
ball tournament. Approximately twelve Schoenhals, Ingomar, and Curley Goss-1 time that men may be in the dormiAlexander and Kelleher were enterRandall, Una Randall, Wolf Point; Ltained at var
hundred dollars is obtained by this willer, Troy, is the grandmother’s tories, the executive board, upon the
fraternity houses on
medium. If signatures of 500 students, maid and companion. Rose Girson, suggestion of the constitutional comRose Seewald, Kevin; Catherine Cesar,| the different campuses. At Whitman
are obtained, it will be a great encour Missoula, plays the part of the author’s Imittee, voted to have the rules governCorvallis; Alexander McBride, Bear they attended the winter formal of Zeta
Anne Kimball, who graduated from
agement to the committee and will secretary, and James Parkinson, H ar-,ing that be published. They are as
Creek; D. A. Anderson, Boyd; Virginia phi Epsilon fraternity. They were imthe Department of Biology with hon
mean perhaps the difference of lowton, his valet. Ethel Skulason, Mis follows:
Vietor; Roy E. Wood, | pressed with the beauty of the Uni
Eldrcdgc, Victor;
ors in 1929, and is at the present time
“No men are to be in dormitories
whether or not in future years we1soula, has the part of an eccentric ac
Havre; Rose Southworth, Roscoe; versity of Washington .campus, espetechnician of the serology laboratory
from 7:30 to 9:30 o’clock in the eve
will have a curtailment in the meet.” ! tress.
Doris Christian, Butte; Karl Erickson, daily the library building at that
in the Mayo clinic, at Rochester, Minn.,
Review
Today
ning
or before 4 o’clock in the after
Anaconda; Mary Rose, Brady; Everett place. The Student Union building on
has recently accepted a position with
A review of the play was given in noons on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Sullivan, Bast Helena; Mary Alice the Corvallis campus, which is one of
he Minnesota State Health laboratory
English this afternoon at the Little and Thursday or before 4 o’clock in
Murphy, Butte; Elmi Erkkila, Mill- the newest and finest building at Ore
n Minneapolis.
Theater by Cecile Virginia Sughrue, the afternoon on Friday."
town; R. O. Dreisbach, Kelley; Edith gon State, also attracted their atten
nstructor in Spanish, who is directing
Miss
Kimball
will
assume
her
new
“No men are to be in houses from
M. Baldwin, Helena; Betty Brady, Wil- tion.
the play.
duties within the next two weeks and
7:30 to 9:30 o’clock in the evenings or
sall.
Interesting Trip
will work under Dr. Lucy Heathman,
With the Spanish production, the before 4 o’clock in the afternoon on
From Tacoma to Seattle, the de former instructor in the Department
Masquers also will present “The Magic Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and
baters crossed Puget Sound on a traf of Botany at the State University, and
of An Hour,” a translation of Bena-i Thursday, or before 1 o'clock in the
fic ferry. The distance between the now head technician in the Minnesota Montana High School Editor, Giving vente’s “Encanto de Una Hora," under afternoon on Friday.” If further actwo cities is about thirty miles. Some laboratory.
Interscliolastlc Information, Is
llie direction of Marian Wilcox, Mis-I tiou is necessary, proper legislation
time was spent in Portland, and here
Issued to High Schools
Anne Kimball is the daughter of Mr.
soula. The two porcelain statues en- will be enacted next quarter,
the travellers inspected the battleship and Mrs. A. B. Kimball of Missoula
chanted to enjoy an hour of life are I
Second Amendment
U. S. S. Oregou, which was anchored and is a member of Alpha Phi sorority.
The Montana High School Editor portrayed by Luella Head, Casper,] Auother amendment which was
Printing Will Be Started April
in the Columbia river. At Seattle they
will
be
issued
eavly
this
week
as
a
Wyo., and Tom Coleman, Haugen.
passed unanimously at the meeting
Book Is Reduced in Size
watched the operation of the second
feature edition on the Montana InterAdmission for both plays is 25 cents. concerned the business of regular
largest locks In the world—the govern
scholastic Editorial contest sponsored Tickets may be obtained from any meetings. The amendment provided
It is the aim of the staff of the 1932 ment locks between Puget Sound and
by tiie State High School Press asso member of the Spanish staff.
for the keeping secret of all business
Sentinel to include in some way or Lake Washington. Here battleships
ciation and the School of Journalism
transacted in A. W. S. executive board
other the picture of practically every are taken from the salt water of Puget
u May 12 and 13 during Track Meet
meetings, and the appointment of a
one on the campus and to furnish a Sound into the fresh water of Lake
eck. It will he distributed to every
permanent member to represent each
-ecord of all the important activities Washington to remove the barnacles:
cored!ted high school in the state.
group, with a permanent alternate to
of the year. “This will be attempted from their keels.
Special articles by members of the
till her place when she is unable to
in spite of the fact that the number
At all the schools along the way; Organization Plans to Add 50 Cents iculty of the School of Journalism,
attend. When the elected alternate is
of pages has been reduced because of Alexander and Kelleher met many|
Recreation Cost to Fees
giving reasons for entering the con
A book by Al Schak, former student unable to be present, the group repre
Of Bach Barb
the failing off in display advertising,” Montana students and also many for:
test, reasons for charging fees, rating in the School of Journalism, has been sented will automatically lose its vote
W aiter P. Cooney, editor, said yester mer State University students, who|
of the paper by students in the high tentatively accepted for publication by for that meeting.
u amendment to the independent schools, makeup, and discussions of Horace Liveriglit company, New York.
day.
were anxious’ for news from the Mis-1
After the meeting the executive
students’ constitution will he discussed what tiie delegate to tire contest, may
change in the handling of the soula campus.
The book, a novel, deals with board held an informal tea in the
scenic and athletic sections- of the
“We had a wonderful trip and met at a special mass meeting of the inde itpect to see a t the Track Meet, will Schak’s own experiences during the Home Economics dining room, with
book will be effected. It is planned some interesting people,” they said pendent students in the Little Theater form the greater part of the paper. late war dramatized on the theme Mrs. Harriet Sedman and Mrs. Mary
Marie Francis, a senior in the School “The Demoralizing Effect of War Upon Elrod Ferguson as guests.
to distribute the color work through upon their return Sunday. “However, Friday at 4 o'clock.
The purpose of amending the con- of Journalism and assistant editor of Youth,” and written in Missoula dur-J
out the body of the book on division we are glad to be back. Montana
pages instead of in the front of the snowstorms may be bad but they can't ititution is to assess all barbs 50 the publication, will contribute an ing the past two years. No title has
book as was done last year.
The compare with the penetrating cold of cents as a recreation fee at the time article entitled, “A College Journalist been selected, though a dozen have
' pay their State University fees. Looks at High School Journalism.”
been suggested.
enic section will include pictures o f j^ g continual ra
Washington and
If this amendment is passed by the
“Programs for the two-day meeting It is planned to place the sales rights
the campus and neighboring country, o regon."
vote of the organization, it will mean also will be included in the paper, and of the book under the supervision of
J | well as such student activities asj
---------that all students who agree to pay for the first time entry branks will be the national organization of the Dis Group Will Hold Dinner, Meeting
Aber Day, Track Meets, Varsity Vodvil
the fee will be exempt from paying sent to members of the association,” abled American Veterans, and to put
acts and other campus activities.
Thursday Evening
for admission to any of the group's said Mrs. Inez Abbott, instructor in the the proceeds of the sales into the
The printing of the 1,250 copies of
social functions.
School of Journalism, who is in charge employment fund of the organization.
Unexpected weather changed the
the yearbook will begin in the shop
For the first time since the organiza of the paper.
The book, at present under revision, planned glissade trip of the Montana
of the Missoulian Publishing company
tion was founded a year ago, the inde
will be out in the coming fall, Mr. Mountaineers to a ski trip up the mileon April 1. It is the intention of the
Association if University Professors pendent students will hold a mixer ORESTRY GRADUATE IS
Schak believes,
long ski run on Blue Mountain be
staff to have the publication ready
Hears Results of Survey
dance that is open to all State Uni
SITUATED
IN
MISSISSIPPI
While attending the State University, yond Fort Missoula last Sunday. Helen
for distribution by May 20. In order
versity students. Previous to this one,
Schak
was
a
member
of
Sigma
Delta
Krebs
led the party which included
that this may be accomplished it is
Word has been received from A. K. Chi and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternities. Hazel Swearingen, Marguerite Kim
Prof. A. S. Merrill of the Department all dances sponsored by the organiza
especially necessary that the students
tion have been held for the benefit of Dexter, '22, who is now residing in He withdrew from school in 1926 to ball, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Little, Ben
of
Mathematics
was
principal
speaker
show the proper eo-oeration in check
barbs and their guests only. The dance Kosciusko, Miss., and who is at pres begin work on the Kalispell Monitor, Boyd, Richard Smith, Craig Smith,
ing pictures and turning in activity at the second winter quarter meeting
of the American Association of Uni will be of a Monte Carlo type and will; ent employed by the Perrin-Curtin and later was employed by the Mis- James Coon and Roy Quanstrom.
lists.
be held in the women's gymnasium, j Lumber Corporation, lumber whole- soullan. He is at present vice-com
versity
Professors,
Friday
night
at
the
Dr. C. A. Schenck, visiting professor
Other special features will be group
Saturday night, March 12.
alers,
mander of the local chapter of Dis of the School of Forestry, will be the
pictures of residents of the dormi Y. W. C. A. clubroom. He recently
i each person enters the dance he I Dexter has been active in lumber abled American Veterans.
circulated questionnaires among fac
feature speaker at a dinner and meet
tories. The color scheme will be
ulty members regarding expenditures, will be given $15 worth of “phony” tad forestry conditions since his
ing to be held Thursday at 6:30 o'clock
worked out with a blue j,int used on
salaries and budgets. From the results poker chips. These chips may be used j graduation from the Slate University.
MATHEMATICS CLUB MEETS
at the University Congregational
division pages and page borders. The
o’f these lie prepared a statistical study to play at any of the various gambling J On February 23 he gave a' radio talk
church. He will speak on “Excursionengraving will he done by the Bureau
of faculty budgets, upon which he games in operation in the house. The! over station WJDX on the profitable
Mathematics club will meet at the ing in Europe.”
of Engraving of Minneapolis, Minn.
games to be played are faro, poker,! utilization of the millions of acres of home of Dr. N. J. Lennes this Friday
reported.
Tumbling and Irish jigs will con
Dean R. C. Line of the School of Jraps, baccarrat, blackjack aiu^ pos-! denuded timber land in the state of evening at 7:30 o’clock. Each quar clude the program. The tumbling will
Louise Rule, Deer Lodge, was a
Business Administration discussed an sibly fan tan.
Mississippi. Dexter discussed at length ter the group meets at the home of a be executed by Laura Martin and Ada
week-end guest at the Alpha Phi
investigation of budgets lie had made
the problem of reforestation and its member for a purely social evening Wood, both of Stevensville. Martha
house,
Dr. W. F. Cogswell of Helena visited | alue.
at Yale University and Dr. C. H. Clapp
and this is to be the nature of the Kimball, Missoula, will jig.
talked on the situation confronting the his son, Andrew Cogswell, instructor!
meeting at Dr. Lennes’ home. This will
Dr. Freeman Daughters will lead
Jack Ross was called to his home in
E. Miller, dean of men, was in be the last meeting of Mathematics next Sunday’s trip which will be an
State University faculty in the matter in the School of Journalism, yester
Fromberg Friday by the serious ill
day.
club for the quarter.
Butte over the week-end.
of salaries.
excursion up Pa tree canyon.
ness of his father.
.

■

VOLUME XXXI.

dateq they didn’t have this wintry
spring.
E USED to believe that people
who said the age of chivalry had
passed were right. But we’ve found
they’re wrong. The bus was crowded
the other night. At least fifteen of the
seats were occupied by college men.
At One corner .an elderly woman
boarded the bus and had to stand in
the aisle. After travelling about two
blocks further one of the young men
finally brought himself to the point of
sacrifice, and offered her his place.
So there’s one chivalrous man. There
is only one path between Science hall
and the forestry building, and that
path is wide enough for only one per
son. Yesterday we noticed a girl com
ing along it in the opposite direction
from half a dozen boys; one of the
boys stepped into the snow to let her
pass. That’s another chivalrous man.
So there are two—which proves our
point—the age of chivalry has not
passed.

■

NOTHER event to which we may
give a regretful glance backward
and a farewell wave of the hand has
passed. Varsity Vodvil was a good
show. This is not only our own opin
ion; but that of most of the people
who attended. But as usual there is
a great deal of complaint about the
awards. This will always be, for no
matter how impartial-judges may be,
there is no law that is going to make
the opinions of six people coincide
exactly with those of the other hun
dreds who attended the show, espe
cially when the things to be judged
are oh as close a level as the various
. acts of Varsity Vodvil usually are. It
would be a pleasant thing if the final
prizes could be abandoned, and the
Interest of the performers still main
tained. , An act may be most original,
•economical, well-presented, and yet
will have to yield the final award to
a much less original act that had
exquisite beauty or soul-tickling
humor—because the latter are the acts
that give judges a certain satisfaction
and sense of completeness that the
others lack. But some of the audience
will hot see it that way. Unfortunately
*e can think of no solution for this
unpleasant aftermath which nearly
always arises, but perhaps next year’s
committee can.

■

<

SEVEN ARTS CLUB MEETS

Seven Arts Club will meet in ths
tayer of the Little Theater a t 8 q’clock
this evening. President Clapp will
give a talk on prqposed changes in the
curriculum. lie haB promised to an?Wer any question asked him on the
subject. Everyone interested is in
vited to attend and refreshments will
be served at the end of the meeting.

Biology Graduate
A ccepts Position

Edition of ‘Editor’
Features Contest
For High Schools

Yearbook Editors
Effect Innovations

Independents Hold
Meeting to Decide
On New Regulation

A l Schak Is Author
O f World War Book

Mountaineers Make
Blue Mountain Trip

M errill Discusses
Budgets of Faculty
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THOMAS E. MOONEY-

Superior were guests of Alpha XI
Colem an CompilesDelta while visiting their daughter,
Elizabeth.
English Statistics
Edgar Hall, Helena, was a week-end
guest at the Alpha Tau Omega house.
Prof. Rufus A. Coleman is pre,8Ital[
Dorothy Douglas, Bozeman, was the statistics from the scores made h,
guest of Beth Perham a t the Kappa students taking the English placeman
Alpha Theta house for, dinner Sunday. examination last fall. The statists
Roger Deeney, Butte, was a week are being prepared in response to
end guest a t the Phi Delta Theta request from L. K. Shumaker, super
visor of the English bureau at the
house.
Lucille Lytle and M argaret Herman, University of Oregon.
Bozeman, were dinner guests of Alpha
Besides the State University and the
University of Oregon, the same English
Phi Saturday evening.
examination
is given to entering freshEvelyn Wemple was a luncheon
guest of Julia Metcalf a t the Alpha men a t the University of Washington,
Washington State College, the Uni
Chi Omega house Monday.
Dean A. L. Stone and E. P. Astle versity of Idaho, Montana State Col
were dinner guests at the Alpha Phi lege, and the Eastern Montana Normal
School at Billings. A constant effort
house Sunday.
The Faculty Women’s club held its is being made to ' standardize this
examination.
Professor Shumaker has
monthly meeting a t the home of Mrs,
requested the list of the student scores
W alter Pope.
Maybelle Redding, Helena, former to help him in the preparation of fu
student at the State University, was a ture examinations.
week-end guest at the Kappa Kappa
Coach J. W. Stewart will leave
Gammp house.
Mrs. H. D. Galusha of Helena spent Thursday to attend the state basketball
the past week-end as the guest of tournam ent a t Bozeman. While there
her daughter, Ellen, a t the Delta Gam he will attend a reunion meeting of
alumni who are coaching basketball
ma house.
Dr. C. A. Schenck was a Sunday teams in different parts of the state.
dinner guest a t the Kappa Kappa
Gamma house.
Mrs. W. Stussy, Butte, was a week
end guest a t the Delta Gamma house.
Week-end guests a t the Delta Delta
Delta house were Mrs. C. A. Bernier,
Helena; Marion Gilchrist, Dorothy
Douglas and Maxine Paulson, students
at Montana State College, and Mrs.
Huffman of Philipsburg.
Betty Strauss was a dinner guest
at the Delta Delta Delta house on Sat
urday.

Have you noticed . . . That cords are not so much in evidence as
they have been in the past?
..BUSINESS MANAGER
JOEL F. OVBRHOLSER..
The number of girls who hang out in the Students Store in hopes
of being seen by some gay Adonis who will ask for a date?
SORRY
The sudden interest in studying now that the beginning of the end
I once thought I wanted more leisure
For doing the things I liked best
is at hand?
With the announcement of A. W. S. executive board abolishing the Like getting my fill of Bitting quite
The decrease in Sunday night show dates since the depression?
still
regulation which prohibits freshman women from having dates on week
The high school students playfully snow balling and knocking each
And
catching
up
on
my
rest.
nights, a new era is dawning tor the student body ot the State Uni
other around the campus?
Then, when I finally got it,
versity. To the group most closely concerned— the I seemed to have lost all my yen;
fireside Friday night a t the chapter
North Hall
The A. W. S. freshman women themselves—it will seem like the I Just couldn’t stand what I thought
house. Music was furnished by Paul
rs. Louise Arnoldson, Astrid Arnbeginning of a modern Utopia. To those male students
Constitution
was so grand
Keith and his orchestra and the chap
oldson and Dorothy Hannifin were erons were Mr. and Mrs. William
who will be affected indirectly, it will prove that the And longed to be busy again.
Change
student was wrong, who cyincally insisted that those There’S a girl, now and then, that I dinner guests of Mrs. Theodore Brant Angus and Mrs. Maude Hyde. Dorothy
ley on Sunday.
Douglas, Marion Gilchrist and Maxine
holier-than-thou students who comprised the governing board of
want
Margaret Pranks of Stevensville was Paulson of Bozeman and Betty Strauss
A, W. S., weren’t human. Upperclasswomen may feel thwarted and | More than uie heavens above
the
guest
of
her
sister,
Laura,
a
t
din
of Great Falls were guests.
cheated because such action wasn’t accomplished during their term In the blue of her eyes I can glimpse ner Sunday.
paradise
as freshmen. Upon the house chaperons and social directors of
Kathryne Borg was Amoretta JuAnd I find myself falling in love;
Mrs. Wayne Entertains
nod’s Sunday dinner guest.
women's dormitories will fall the burden of such a radical change. I date her in anticipation
Mrs. Jeanette Wayne was hostess a t
Harriet Christophersou had Patricia
They will be forced to keep in closer contact with students under That here is the romance 1 seek,
a charming dinner Saturday at the
To find she jnst necks like the rest of Seeley as her dinner guest Sunday.
their supervision and with their actions.
Grill cafe dining room. Guests were
Dean H arriet Rankin Sedman was
her
sex
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ramskill, Mr. and
But the attitude of all the campus will be one huge sigh of relief
the
luncheon
guest
of
North
hall
on
And her loving is merely technique.
Mrs. Paul Bischoff, Mr. and Mrs. I. T.
Those who partook of illegitimate or illegal dates may now come
Monday.
Haig, Dr. C. A. Schenck and Mr. and
Betty Strauss arrived here Thursday
out in the open and flaunt their conquests to the campus, the Library’ I made a firm resolution
Mrs.
Robert Weidman.
To always sta rt early enough
problem ot congestion will be solved and those women who perhaps To allow- enough time for preparing a to visit her sister, Esther, and to at
tend Varsity Vodvil. Miss Strauss left
because they were a little more timid than their sisters, may now study
Kappa Sigma Banquet
rhyme,
Sunday morning for her home in Great
in peace and cease to suffer from the jabs their conscience provided Thereby improving my stuff.
Pledges, actives, and alumni mem
Palls.
bers of Kappa Sigma attended a ban
them. Even the cold members of A. W. S. may heave a correctly- I wrote this a day or so early,
Mrs. O’Leary arrived in Missoula
quet held at the Florence hotel Sun
proportioned sigh in not being forced to shut their eyes to those fresh Hoping you'd like it the more,
Friday night to visit her daughter,
Faculty Members
day afternoon. A program of music
man women who continually infringed upon regulations laid down, To find that, as verse, it’s as bad as, Marion, and to attend Varsity Vodvil.
and toasts was given. Ray Ladiges,
or worse.
Become Officers
Mrs.
O’Leary
is
returning
to
her
home
The mark of an urban population is the common quality of inde Than any I’ve written before.
Aiberton, and Sam McClay, Lolo, at
in Great Palls today.
pendence— the ability to mind one’s business— and still survive. In
tended.
“Northwest Science,” a scientific
Lucille Lytle, Great Palls, one of the
just the same manner, the mark of a small-town educational institu I t now develops, children, that representatives from Montana State
journal edited by E. E. Hubert, State
Phi Delta Theta BaU
tion is the amount and quality of liberty granted its students. When Hoover has another crime for which College to the women’s athletic meet
University graduate, carried a story in
a woman has arrived at an age when she may be enrolled in the State he must answer. In Shanghai, accord here, was the guest of Ruth Rhoades Phi Delta Theta entertained a t its the March issue concerning the offi
annual installation ball Friday night cers elected to the-N orthw est Scien
University of Montana (allowing for child prodigies), she is believed ing to press reports, the ordinary over the week-end.
at the Garden City County club. Dean
to have reached the age of reason. This will prove or disprove such Chinese hocks his summer clothes in Elvera Hawkins had as her week and Mrs. R. H. Jesse, Dr. and Mr tific association who will serve for
1932.
winter and his winter clothes in sum end guests, Jean and Louise Sanders
a statement
Charles Deiss and Mr. and Mrs. Ber
mer, but since the depression, both

of Butte, who formerly attended the
uard Oakes were chaperons. Dinner
the outfits are in hock, leaving him in State University.
served at 7:30 o’clock at the Rain
a
quandary.
One of the benefits of attending any university or college, we were
bow room of the Grill cafe preceding
Corbin
Hall
told at the high school age, is that there is a chance for anyone to
Margaret Herman, a participant the dancing hours. Music was furn
participate in the sport he likes best. A university is the gathering Ju st how, do you suppose, can from Bozeman in the women's athletic ished by Sheridan’s orchestra.
Hoover rest at night with the mental
place, we were told also, for students of all types picture of the Chinese in such a situa meet and whose home is in Butte, was
Sigma Chi Dinner Dance
Will Intramural each to pursue his natural inclinations in learning, in tion?
the Sunday dinner guest of Katherine
Sigma Chi fraternity was host at
Rand.
Sports Survive? school activities, and in athletics. If one preferred
its
annual
formal dinner dance Friday
Louise
Sanders
of
Butte,
a
former
literature, the library with its many volumes was open , It wouldn’t be bad in summer, but
for his use. If he wanted to become a scientist, the laboratories were to run around clad only in your quan student at the State Unievrsity, ailed I evening. The dinner took place at the
Florence hotel at 7:30 o’clock. Effecat Corbin hall this week-end.
places in which to carry on his experiments. And in his leisure time daries in this kind of weather, even Margaret Herman was the dinner tive tab!e decorations were carried out
if he cared to play tennis, or golf, or baseball, or practically any other the Shanghai version of this kind of guest of Lucille Saner Saturday night.
blue and gold, the fraternity color
weather, might be extremely unpleas
sport, there was the equipment, the field or gymnasium or court and ant.
Fae Logan was Frances Smith’s Covers were laid for more than one
hundred, including fraternity pledges,
guest at dinner Sunday.
the opportunity.
But the result hasn’t been quite that which was expected. Intra Shanghai weather, however, should Martha Prentice went to her home in members of the alumni chapter and
Butte over the week-end.
their guests. Following the dinner
mural leagues have been started in basketball, in baseball and in other be a trifle milder than ours so if the
Virginia Noren of Great Falls ac the party went to the Masonic temple
sports, and while most of the first games each year have been played quandaries are the old-fashioned red companied her father to Butte over where the dance was held. Chaperons
flannel kind, suffering probably will
with enthusiasm, as the schedules were carried out the interest waned be less than we imagine.
the week-end.
were President and Mrs. C. H. Clapp,
and several times at least the various leagues have died a quiet death.
Carol Christie of Whitehall spent Prof, and Mrs. F . C. Scheuch, Dean
Saturday and Sunday in Butte.
and Mrs. C. W. Leaphart, Matheus Kast
Of course sometimes other things have caused the termination of the We hope they are.
and Mrs. Elizabeth Asendorf.
contests, but for the most part the old collegiate trouble— lack of in
Alpha Phi Fireside
Considering how many groups of
terest—has been the cause of the premature finale.
Faye Nlrnbar, Gertrude Hawkes,
Alpha
Phi
entertained
a
t
a
fireside
ficially opened the beer season, II
Perhaps we are optimistic and perhaps we could be classed with really seems reasonable th at this spell held at the chapter house Friday eve Julia Patten, Jack Spurlock, Car
those who are proficient in giving things a pat on the back whenever of Tom and Jerry weather should have ning. Maude Betterton and Mrs. A,
Swanson, Stuart Brown, Kenneth Car
Kimball were chaperons. Music was penter, Ed Furlong and Tom Moore
the opportunity arrives, but we feel that in some ways those interested been averted.
furnished by Ray Beaudette.
were Sunday dinner guests at the Phi
in intramural sports have come out of the lethargy this year. The
Sigma Kappa house.
inter-college basketball league had a big enough spark of life this There’s a possibility th at there was
Alpha XI Delta Ball
Wesley Scott and Ted Fitzpatrick
winter to run off a schedule of games— some of which were exciting, some slip-up in the official openings Alpha Xi Delta entertained at its went to Helena over the week-end to
and the ritual carelessly executed
some of which were decided by one-sided scores, but all of which Something seems to be wrong.
annual installation ball Friday eve attend the state convention of Sigma
were played the way intramural games should be played; the most
ning. Nat Allen and his orchestra Alpha Epsilon and the Founders Day
fun for the largest number of players who were always working for Probably the season-openers dldn’ furnished music for about thirty banquet there.
couples. Chaperons were Alice Woody
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice McCullogh,
a chance to win. The M club tournament with its elimination bouts, hold their mouths right.
and Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Merrill.
Missoula, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Hawke,
the minor sports meet and the annual Play Day speak for themselves
Butte, and Fayre Boyd were dinner
Not
th
at
it
had
anything
to
do
with
for they are the very heart of intramural sports.
Dr. Schenck Entertains
guests at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
the weather, the Chlniese situation,
As an added incentive for intramural competition, Interfraternity the depression, love or our golf score, Dr. C. A. Schenck entertained Major house on Sunday.
Council has discussed the possible revival of interfratemity sports com but because it Just happened to occur and Mrs, Evan Kelley, Mr. and Mrs. Sigma Nu announces the pledging
petition. The present plans, which call for participation in non-contact to us, just think how nice a piece of J. B. Speer, Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Cook, of Archie Kimpel, Spokane, Wash.;
sports such as horseshoe pitching, baseball, tennis, golf and swimming green gooseberry pie would taste right Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weidman and Dr. Louis Quanstrom and Ed Schmoll
and Mrs. N. J. Lennes at dinner Thurs Chicago, 111.; Robert Shaver, Missoula,
events with no prizes to be offered, are excellent stimuli for the pro now.
day evening.
and Bob Larson, Arlee.
motion of group and personal interest in intramurals.
I t has, in all probability, been two
Mrs. McLenegan and Mrs. Anderson,
If the council carries out its plans, and we have heard no reason to years or so since green gooseberry pie
Delhi Delta Delhi Fireside
Butte, spent the week-end at the Sigma
believe that it will not, perhaps no other stimulant will be needed for has passed these lips.
Delta Delta Delta entertained a t
Kappa house as the guests of their
the encouragement of greater participation in intramural sports. With
daughter and niece, Dorothy McLeneThere’s really something about it, sions is: “I can’t hand that anything."

proper organization and administration, the program should be suc
cessful— and it will act as a practical test of whether or not the student
body complains about not having something and then doesn’t take
advantage of having it after it has arrived.

however, that requires that it be eaten
That’s popular in Montana’s
only on special occasions. In that re
spect, it is somewhat like plum pud legiate circles at present.
ding, which may be eaten only during
So, those of you who have taking
the holidays and as long after the holi
ways with the tub, don’t feel bad. We
The hour program given by John Crowder in his recital gave us one days as the stuff lasts.
all do it, every couple of Saturday
of the most recreative and pleasing Sunday afternoons we have had in
Having bad not a single piece of nights.

a long time. Our sentiments appeared to be those of the rest of the green gooseberry pie for more than
crowd which jammed Main hall auditorium to the highest two years, however, the occasion of
On a
row of balcony seats. The audience was an attentive one, greeting an old friend like green goose
Sunday
and enthusiastic. Generous applause which greeted each berry pie would be special occasion
Afternoon number and the appeal for encores after the closing enough for eating it. Don’t you think?
TODAY TO THURSDAY!
group showed us more real fervor than we thought ex
The English language, you
isted in such a gathering in these times. Although the major portion heard many times, children, ishavea
JOHN
w
of the crowd was composed of townspeople, the undergraduates were peculiar thing, but, as you probably
more than creditably represented. It is our humble opinion that some haven’t heard so often, not as peculiar
LIONEL
of the ultra-sophicticates who discourse to great lengths on the Babbitt- as those who think they speak it.
ness of contemporary collegians would have received a slight jolt in
For Instance, the people who insist BARRYMORE
the teeth had they been among those present.
upon "taking a tub" before a dance,
We could not help, however, feeling a little bit in sympathy with would hardly think it proper if we
those people who were in the direct vicinity of the eight-year-old en walked into the dining room in the
“Arsene
tertainers. At the same time, we felt a little sorry for Young America. evening to "eat the table," or put on
Certainly, the boys did not appreciate the recital and their capers did our coats Sunday afternoon to “go for
Lupin”
a sidewalk."
not help entertain those who were present to enjoy it
Again we express to Mr. Crowder our appreciation for a fine recital
An event you’ve long awaited. No,
We’re not bawling anyone out since
and a ounday afternoon well spent.
don’t think of missing It!
I the most overworked of our expres-

Norma Flick and George Wellcome,
Anaconda, were guests of Ruth Pro
vost at the Alpha Chi Omega house
for dinner Sunday.
Catherine Ulmer, Corvallis, spent
the week-end a t the Sigma Kappa
house.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Hansen of

F O X -W IL M A F O X -R IA L T O
LAST TIMES TONIGHT!

William Powell
—in —

“High Pressure”
STARTING WEDNESDAY!

CHESTER
MORRIS
“Corsair”
United Artists picture —
means It’s a real show.

G IRLS
Do Not

Smoke Pipes

T

HE GIRLS haven’t left us many

o f' o u r m asculine rights. They
_ o

fly o u r airplanes, drive our cam, smoke
o ur cigarettes —
b u t th e y d on ’t
sm o ke o u r pipes!
T h e y ’ve le ft us
t h i s o n e m a n ly
r ig h t, anyw ay.
A m an alm ost

ha s t o s m o k e a

T. C. Spaulding, dean of the School
of Forestry, was elected vice-presi
dent; Dr. E. E. Hubert, Dr. C. H. Clapp
and Professor G. D. Shallenberger
were made councilors and Dr. Hubert
was re-elected as editor of the pub
lication.
Dr. H ubert is now connected with
the University of Idaho at Moscow.

p ipe nowadays. A

pleasant necessity!
F or a pipe filled
w ith g o o d tobacco
is ju s t ab ou t th e best smoke a man
cou ld want.
A n d if you’re
troubled about se
lecting a tobacco,

iiauuwiiuuminmuuMiuituu:

remember that
E d g e w o rth is

Professional
Directory

the popular favor

ite in 42 out o f 54
colleges. I t some

how seems to fit
For mm only—the ioj»

DR. EMERSON STONE
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 4097

DR J. L. MURPHY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
206 Montana Block

C o ., 100 S . 2a d S t ., R ichm ond, V a .

E D G E W O R TH
SMOKING TOBACCO

DR. F. GORDON REYNOLDS
DENTIST
Wilma Bldg. U. ot M. Class of ’2d

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
108 E. Broadway—Phone 4104

DR. RAY E. RAMAKER
DENTIST
806 Wilma Bldg.
Phone 5200

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN

th e college man s
taste. Edgeworth

is c u t especially fo g pipes, it bums
slowly, it g iv es a cool smoke. Y o u
can b u y Edgeworth wherever good
tobacco is sold. O r , fo r a special
sample packet, write to Larus & Bro.

Edgeworth is a blend o f fine old budeys,
with its natural savor enhanced by Edge*
worth’s distin ctiv e
and exclusive elev
enth process. Buy
E d g e w o r th a n y 
where in two forms
—EdgeworthReadyRuhbed and Edgeworth Plug Slice. A ll
sizes, 15 ^ pocket
p ackage t o £ 1.30
pound humidor tin.

CHIROPODIST
206 Wilma

BIGGEST EVENT IN HISTORY
OF MISSOULA AMUSEMENTS!
TO THE THEATERGOERS OF WESTERN MONTANA!
In accordance with the established Fox West Coast policy of
ouering the best in all forms of Indoor entertainment, I haTe
the honor to announce the engagement of Fannie Brice, Phil
Baker, Ted Healy and company of over one hun
dred in Billy Rose’s “Crazy Quilt,” the biggest
revue ever booked in the northw est and the only
major musical show coming ibis year.
E. K. TAYLOR, Manager.

Br k p Bu

b

’ Hi w

RosiVCRAZyQUILT
ONE FRI.
FOX-W ILM A NIGHT
ONLY MAR. 18
MISSOULA

COMING HERE W ITH T H E C O M P L E T E
[CHICAGO AND NEW YORK CAST ANO PRODUCTION

With the extraordinary expense entailed In
operating such an attraction It Is only by playing
West Coast Theaters with their spacious seating
capacities that It is possible to provide a moderate scale of
prices. Main floor and all loges, $8.00. Balcony, $2^0, $2.00,
$1.50 and $1.00. Mail orders accompanied by remittance In full
and self-addressed stamped envelope, sent to Fox-Wilma Theater,
at Missoula, will he filled In rotation.
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CLOPTON IS STAFF ARTIST
his ability brought rapid advancement
FOR “FREDDIE THE FROG” | and at the present time he is under
contract at a salary of 36,000 per year.
He is a brother of June Clopton
Ben Clopton, formerly of Townsend
-------------land a student in the Department of Dubay, a junior In the School of Edu
Wallace Woods Leads In F irst Round Fine Arts during the autumn quarter, cation.
Delta Gamma, Faculty and Kappa
1925, is now on the staff of the Ani
Alpha Theta Rank Next
With Nineteen Goals
William Clarke, Helena, was called
mated Pictures company of Hollywood,
Few Veterans Arc Left from Last
Women's volley ball closed with the
Competition for the free throw Calif., as a cartoonist for Ub Iwerks, home Sunday by the death of his
Year’s Squad, But Youngsters
grandmother,
Mrs. Julia A. Johnson.
m
rAiipffg Star Breaks Two Swunming Records and Takes Individual Independents still on top of the heap.
creator
and
a
rtist
of
“Freddie
the
medal started yesterday in the men’s
Should Come Through
W*
Inonors; Two Schools Tie in Boxing Bouts; Local
The eighth and ninth rounds were
gymnasium with 30 men entering the Frog."
Bud
Grover,
Deer Lodge, graduate
Two years ago Clopton started with
played off last week with the follow
Swimmers, Wrestlers Fall Before Rivals
Three potential record breakers and first round of the tournament. Other
§■;
i---------------------ing results: Zeta Chi, 28, and Kappa several sure point winners are in men who wish to take part in the con the Animated Picture company a t the in 1931, spent the week-end on the
salary of $15 a week. Recognition of campus.
swimming records were churned under the waves of past per- Delta, 22; Delta Delta Delta, 32, and cluded in Coach J. W. Stewart’s track test should see Harry Adams before
Faculty Wives, 27; Kappa Alpha
tomorrow afternoon.
^ Henry F°x* M°ntana State College aquatic star, took Theta, 40, and Delta Gamma, 22; In and field hopes for the 1932 season. Wallace Woods, Livingston, is lead
Clarence Watson, miler; Robert
honors in the minor sports carnival at Bozeman Saturday, dependents, 52,. and Kappa Delta. 14; White, half-miler, and Glenn Lock- ing the first round entries with 19
triu m p h ed over the State University, 84-44. The boxing Zeta Chi, 29, and Faculty, 28; Kappa wood, javelin thrower, are considered goals out of 25 chances.
George
'B E w ^ d l v t d e d , 1M2, swimming^
-------------------------- Kappa Gamma, 63, and Corbin Hall, capable of hanging up new records O’Dell, Missoula, follows closely be
,^5nors *ere
as
Faculty, 27, and Corbin Hall, 20; in their events this year, while Monte hind with 18 good tries, and Colin
the •atate w i« w » , 42-20, —
Kappa Kappa Gamma, 45, and Faculty Robertson, dash man and, broad Raff, Missoula, is third with 17 conver
' A
wrestling, 20-12. Fox splashed
Wives, 14; Delta Gamma, 34, and In jumper; Ai Flint, broad jumper; A1 sions.
^ i a g i the «-yard free style In 19.3
dependents, 20.
Spaulding, high hurdler; Elbert Cov The 16 men who make the highest
K
I M
Ws own T T d
With snow a foot deep all over the
Independents won eight games and ington and Owen Loftsgaarden, quar- scores in the first round will be
i;«Tseconds established here last year,
University Line
country
there
does
not
seem
to
be
lost one. The Delta Gamma team and ter-m ilers; Joe Roe and Bill Erickson, eligible to compete in the second
ge lowered his 100-yard free style
Lv. N. P. Depot 7:02, 7:22, 7:42 a. m. and at the same times every
igort from 56 to 56.9 to end the much to write about in the line of the Faculty each won seven and lost half-milers; Ogden Tweto, miler; round. In case of a tie, the entries
hour
until
11:42
p.
m.
sports, since the games a t Lake Placid two, and Kappa Alpha Theta won six Henry Murray, Russell Peterson and will shoot an extra round to decide
krecord breaking fo r the day.
Lv. University, Main hall, 7:12, 7:32, 7:52 a. m. and at the same
have been completed. There are a few and lost three.
times every hour until 11:52 p. m.
inwood Reynolds, shot putters; Wal the winner of the- tournament.
h i F,Mcis Malone (U) and C. Reed
things that might be worth mentioning
ter Cox and Clyde Crego, discus throw
I f f „ere forced to go an extra round
a t this time, so here goes.
Daly Line
BLAESER
WILL
REPRESENT
ers;
Fred
Griffin,
dash
man,
are
all
' l l their fight to determine the winner,
—o—
GROUP IN NEW YORK CITY
Leave Tenth and Arthur—
considered point winners in any dual
Leave N. P. Depot—
h i referee’s decision going to Reed.
6:52 a. m. and every 20 min
6:42
a.
m.
and
every
20
min
m eet
Coach Bernard F. Oakes will prob
^Both were bantamweights. Harold
utes until 8:52 a. m.
utes until 8:42 a. m.
Evelyn
Blaeser,
Missoula,
has
been
Coach
Stewart
has
spent
the
week
9:25 a. m. and every 30 min
ifiregg (C) was awarded the state in- ably s ta rt spring football practice on
9:10 a. m. and every 30 min
grouping his men into various events, chosen by the Cercle du Chevalier de
utes until 11:55 a. m.
utes until 11:40 a. m.
lercollegiate. lightweight boxing tiUe the first day of spring quarter, March
12:12 p;m. and every 20 min
12:02 p. m. and every 20 min
changing some of them from the la Verendrye as its representative to
fitter ont-panching Scotty Stratton 22. If weather conditions permit, we
utes until 1:52 p. m.
utes until 1:42 p. m.
events in which they competed last the General Assembly of the American
&j). Rex' Henningsen (U) fighting m ight add. Also, Coach J. W. .Stewart
2:25 p. m. and every 30 min
2:10
p.
m.
and
every
30
min
spring and endeavoring to figure out Federation of d’Alliance Francais,
utes until 3:55 p. m.
fout of his class, severely punished will probably s ta rt his tracksters at
utes until 3:40 p. m.
possible men for the hurdles, two mile, which will be held April 1 at the Hotel
4:12 p. m. and every 20 min
4:02 p. m. and every 20 min
gconich (C) to win the middleweight th at time on outdoor workouts, if the
utes until 5:52 p. m.
utes
until
5:42
p.
m.
Plaza,
New
York
City.
pole
vault
and
dashes,
these
being
the
championship by a technical knockout. ground is dry enough to permit run Women Athletes of Two University
6:25 p. m. and every 30 min
6:10 p. m. and every 30 min
Miss Blaeser has been given the
weakest
places
in
the
squad.
ning.
Wok Jones (D) was awarded a teehutes until 11:25 p. m.
utes
until
11:10
p.
m.
Units Hold Annual
honor of representing Montana in view
Runs lit One Event
—o—
-nical knockout over Neil Sullivan (C)
Play Day
The final grouping will come later of her active interest in the club and
i a the third round for the welterweight
East
Side Line
Nearly forty men will be out for
West
Side
Line
in the spring season after some of the her long service in its behalf. She is
Lv. Broadway and Higgins
Lv. Broadway and Higgins
ack and probably a few more than
The annual Play Day between State men have shown what they can do. at present the treasurer and a mem
little.
7:35, 8:05 a. m. and a t the
7:20, 7:50 a. m., and at the
Wrestling
that for football. The freshman tu rn  University and State College women
same times every hour until
same times every hour until
Clarence Watson, equally good in both ber of the Cercle'chorus, having par
I B. Hutton (C) threw M. Sheridan out for track has not yet been esti held here Friday night and Saturday mile and two-mile events, will run ticipated in the broadcast programs.
11:35 p. m.
11:20 p. m.
Lv. Elm and Van Buren 7 tel,
Lv. Cowper and Phillips 7:27,
|vjj) jn 4:25 With an armbar and head- mated, but there will be a large aggre was won by the Green team. The 24 only one of the distances in meets She has been active in campus activi
8:11 a. m. and-at the same
7:57 a. m. and at the same
athletes were divided into two color this year, Coach Stewart said. Which ties, being a member of Spur, Mortar
Ilock in the 125-pound division. B. gation.
times every hour until 11:41
times every hour until 11:27
—o—
teams irrespective of the school to event it will be has not been deter Board and Masquers.
*•Thrallkill (C) clamped a body scissors
p. m.
p. m.
Here are the m arks the yearlings which they belonged and each par mined, but it probably will be the
" on Fred Benson (0) and applied a
!piialf nelson to win in 4:26 in the 136- have to shoot at if they expect to earn ticipant took p art in two events.
BONNER AND FORT MISSOULA SCHEDULE
B. F. Oakes and A. J. Lewandowski
mile event. If this is the case, twoFriday night the swimming meet milcrs will be looked for from Lewis will leave Thursday morning for Boze
;pound class. In the 145-pound weight, that elusive num eral and h are a crack
FORT MISSOULA—
BONNER—
held in the men’s gymnasium was won Stecnsland, Fred Benson and Myron man to attend the state basketball
Clyde Banfield (U) threw W. Greebe a t the Varsity squad next year:
Time Schedule:
by the Green team. The events, win Johnson.
(C) in 1:06 with a headlock and arm- 100-yard dash_____________10
1-5sec.
tournament.
Time Schedule:
Leave
Higgins
and
Front
St.,
liar. Hutchinson (C) won by a de- 220-yard dash.._................ _..22 3-5 sec. ners, team to which they belonged,
The pole vault, weak this year, will
7:15, 8:00, 9:00, 11:00 a. m.;
Leave N. P. Depot, 7:15,9:15,
and
their
school
are
as
follows:
20;dsion from Ted Cooney (0) after 10 High hurdles........................
16 2-5sec.
have Billy Burke, Hugh Lemire and
Tom Coleman, Haugan, spent the
1:15, 3:40, 4:35, 5:10, 6:10,
yard free style—Carol Wells, Green, Lewis McDaniel to clear the bar, while week-end visiting at East Portal.
11:15 a. in.; 1:15, 4:15, 6:45,
| minutes’ grappling. Polich (C), Rocky Low hurdles.......................... 26
1-5sec.
9:40 p. m.
Leave Bonner Round House,
Mountain conference champion, threw 440-yard dash..................... .........52 sec. State University, time 12:6 seconds; in the jump events, Coach Stewart will
6:15, 9:15,11:15 p. m.
7:35,
8:25,
9:30,
11:30
a.
m.;
Dorothy
Douglas,
Red,
State
College,
■lack Wren (U) with the wrestler’s
yard run____________ 2 min. 4 sec.
have working Jack Bainton, Al Dahl1:40, 4:10, 5:16, 5:30, 6:35,
i favorite, the headlock and armbar, in Mile run............. .................4 min. 38 sec. second, and Louise Geyer, Green, State berg, Francis Good, Lloyd Andrews,
Leave Post Exchange, 7:30,
and 10:00 p. m.
RAINBOW BARBER SHOP
Bus leaving Higgins and Front
- j :47for the 166-pound w restling cham- Two-mile run...................10 min. 14 sec. University, third.
Bill Vickerman and Dave Rossiter. The
9:30,11:30 a. m.; 1:30, 4:30,
and BEAUTY PARLOR
street
a
t
5:10
does
not
run
Sat
Side
stroke
for
form—Ruth
Brad
f ptonship. M. Myers (U) was downed High jump......... ............ ..........5 ft. 7 in.
loss of Bob Nelson, who won the coast
6:00, 6:30, 9:30,11:30 p. m.
The Barber Shop de Luxe for
urday or Sunday.
?hi 1:08 by Brewer (C) for the light Broad jump........... ............. ...............21 f t bury and Jane Lytle, Green, tied for conference meet last year at 6 feet 2
Ladies and Gentlemen
heavyweight honors. Leonard Kuka Pole v a u lt......
..11 ft. 6 in. first place and Dorothy Douglas, Red, inches, is keenly felt, as is the loss
Who Care
MISSOULA TO ANACONDA
136 Higgins
.39 ft. 6 in, was third. These were all State Col of Babe Ruth, who broke the state W. II. DOBSLOFF
(U) took the place of Augie Vidro who Shot-put_____
Westbound—Read Up
Eastbound Read Down Mileage Station
____ 120 ft. lege women.
decided not to compete, by throwing Discus throw_
broadjump record for Montana and
Ar. 12:35 p.m. 8:35 p.m.
Lv. 10:00 a.m. 3:00 p.m.
0 Missoula
Back Crawl
Lv. 10:20 a.m. 6:20 p.m.
Baltsell (C) in 3:26. After using a Javelin............
.........168 ft
took fourth on the coast.
Lv. 12:15 p.m. 5:15 p.m.
76.0 Philipsburg
Lv. 9:20 a.m. 5:20 p.m.
Ar. 1:15 p.m. 6:15 p.m. 106.0 Anaconda
Back crawl, 20-yard dash, won by
body slam, Kuka applied an arm bar
Other Squad Members
Complete
selection
of
the
Sara
Miles,
Red,
State
University,
time
To go a little farther afield and re
: and headlock to win. In a special
In addition to the meq already
MISSOULA TO KALISPELL
exhibition match, George Markin (U) call a few events: The Huskies lost 16:7. Marian Gilchrist, Green, State named, the following men are grouped
Ar. 2:60 p.m.
Lv. 3:40 p.m.
Missoula
. Lv. 12:20 p.m.
von by a decision from Wylie Rorax both deciding games to the California College, second and Louise Geyer, Red, into these events: dashes—John Bills,
Ar. 6:20 p.m.
Poison
Ar.
12:00 Noon
State
University,
and
Modesta
MonLv.
6:45
p.m.
Poison
Robert Wickware, Jack White, Tom
|(C) after 10 minutes. Both weighed crew, to lose the Pacific coast title.
Lv. 10:00 am .
Ar. 8:45 p.m.
Kalispell
The Wyoming quint came through for forton, Red, State College, tied for Taylor; 880-yard run—Chuck O’Neil,
: 165 pounds.

§obcats Defeat G rizzlies
Independent Team Track Prospects
Thirty Enter Free
Wins
in
Volley
Ball
Throw Tournament
For
This
Season
F % i Minor Sports Contest
Look Favorable
With Total o f 84 Points

City and Inter-City

Bus Schedule

Sporty Vents

Inter-School
Green Team
Wins Honors

Latest Frames
and Mountings

Ray Smalley, H. Stearns; mile run— always in stock. We carry almost
the season to take the Rocky Mountain third.
Crawl for form, 20 yards—won by Fred Benson, Myron Johnson, Wilbur any style that is made, in your
Carol Wells, Green, State Uniersity; Hair; broadjump—Bill Disbrow; high proper size.
- ir
We think we will throw in with Maxine Paulson, State College, and hurdles—Fred Benson; low hurdles—
some campus dopesters who have de Sara Miles, State Uniersity, both of the Victor Agather and Art Caven; discus
Red team, tied for second place.
throw—Alvy
Cosper;
javelin—Bill
cided upon Great Falls to take the
Free Style Dash
Hawke and Leonard Schulz.
state high school title. We look for
129 East Broadway
The 40-yard free style dash was
Actual practice outdoors depends
Bearcreek to 'pull an upset, as they
swum by two women, one from each upon weather conditions, but the first
have a cracking team and won a
team. The event was won by Sara week of spring quarter should see
chance to go to the big tourney.
Miles, Red, State University, in
most of the squad doing out-door
—o—
seconds; Margaret Herman, State Col workouts. Teams against which the
Coach Bill Hayward of Oregon uni
lege, represented the Green team.
Grizzlies m ust compete have been do
versity does not think his prospects
Each entrant in the diving contest ing out-door work already In some
for a crack 1932 track and field team
executed three different types of dives cases.
very bright. His miler, pole vaulter
.aura M artin and Louise Geyer, both
Veterans Are Lost
and discus heaver were lost last sea
of the Green team, carried off first
Veterans on the 1932 squad are
son through graduation, a s were his
and second places with 37.5 points, and scarce. In addition to Ruth and Nel
promising men in the shot-put, hurdles
29.1 points respectively. Catherine son, Bud and Archie Grover, middle
| Free style relay—State College; tim e, and distance events. All in all he has
Harrington was third with 28.8 points. distance men; Don Stevlingson, quar.
1 1:27.6. Medley relay—State U niversity about 38 men out for the squad.
The relay event was won by the ter-miler and low hurdler; Emile
: 2:03.5.
—o— ,
Green team in 43 2-10 seconds. Total Perey, high hurdler,' and Bob ParCoach Fritz Crisler, despite a bat
points for the two' teams were 38 for menter, dash man, were lost last sea
tle on the p a rt of the University of
son. Most of the remaining veterans
the Green and 20 for the Red.
Michigan, to keep him as athletic
Judges of the swimming were Har- are in the field, leaving track events
director, turned a deaf ear and went
iet Wood and Gladys Allred, instruc to be filled by inexperienced men, or
to do his stuff for Yale.
tors in physical education in the State men who have had but one year of
—o—
Advance registration for the spring
University, and Mary Stewart, head of competition.
The Oregon State college athletic
tarter closes Wednesday, March 9, at
Indications are that Montana will
the department of physical education
|; octak. Students attending school season has a fill-in between basketball at the State College.
not have a relay team to enter in the
Awing the Winter quarter who fail to and track in a fast-riding, hard-hitting
coast conference meet, but will prob
Basketball
taister In advance for the spring polo team th at recently took a speedy
Saturday morning a basketball game ably have one for the dual and tri
tarter are charged a fee of $2 for the game from the Vancouver Barracks was the main event. The Red team angular meets that come before the
. tst day and' $1 for each succeeding team, 26 to 5.
was victorious with 27 points to the final struggle of the season.
—o—
?, to a maximum of $5, during regia23 of the Green team.
; nation In the spring.
The Vandals of Idaho bjive seven
tumbling demonstration by the
letterm en back for their baseball team
State University women was given ju st
TWO-PIECE KNITTED SUITS
All M club tournament winners and this season and are already working before lunch. The afternoon program
(All colors)
hashers of the intramural sport team on the diamond in preparation for a consisted of a tumbling demonstra
$4.95
i p Mked to be in the men’s gymna- tough season.
All sizes from 14 to 20.
tion by the visitors and clogging and
—o—
8ws for pictures Wednesday afterfolk dancing by the State University
THE ART AND GIFT SHOP
Montana has not gone in for base
11 4:30 o'clock. I t is requested
“Near the Wilma”
women.
' each appear dressed for his ball for several years, but there is
A fast volley ball game finished the
plenty of talent for an excellent nine
m eet This was won by the Green
if the athletic board could see clear
team who thereby won the meet by
oyone who would like to try his to finance it.
being victorious in two out of three
■of Aw^
business manager
of the events. The score was 58
Coach Stew art Is keeping his eye on
.
* Frontier for next year should
to 50.
Lend a Festive Air to the Occasion
• ■ H- Q. Merrlam, editor and pub' the eligibility of some of his track and
lisher.
Mmetime within the next week. field hopes. Last year several poten
SCHOOL
OF
LAW
ADDS
Garden City Floral Co.
tial point winners were not on the
NEW BOOKS TO LIBRARY
InJ^6re
be a mass meeting of all squad because their studies kept them
g ® * ttdent students In the Little out of competition. Some of the men
Four new volumes of the Montana
}, wr Friday afternoon a t 4 o’clock, are already on probation and
and Pacific Digest have been bought
working hard to make the grade.
by the School of Law, satisfying a need
RENT A
—o— ■
: W t " k men’s Glee club will meet
The freshmen also had better watch th at has been long felt not only by the
* 7:30 o’clock In DeLoss
law
students
but
also
by
lawyers
all
Hi:|s4 m **
: -to have Its pictures their grade curves during spring quar
fife- a»d to rehearse with the Men’s ter, or Coach Oakes will be tearing over the state.
Carrying the information up to. 1931
dub.
his hair and wondering where he can
From
get some m aterial for his fall football the bpoks replace the old Pacific
Digests, The school expects to pur
■ - . AJ1 jfca]
basketball players who team.
chase the remainder of the 40-volume
—o—
* k ^®X® equipment will please turn
We haven’t heard very much as yet set in the next tew months.
about Montana’s prospects in tennis
(P. S.—A typed paper is more
Kenneth Plantico, Manitowoc, Wls,
J#e# In the 2 o’clock physical and golf for the coming season.
legible than your own script.)
is confined In the St. Patrick's hospital
o class will return suits imwith sinus trouble.
Patronize Kalinin advertisers.
Sw im m ing

v In thie swimming, Bob Cooney retalned his title in the 100-yard breastjjstroke, winning the only individual
| Bret place for the Grizzlies in that
|wprt
Results of the swimming events:
40-yard free style—Fox (C), time 19.3
100-yard breaststroke—Cooney (0 );
I Kelsey (C); Bell (U); time 1:18. 200' yard free style—Erkilla (C); Parker
Cooney (U); time, 2:43.8 100
fard free style—Fox (C); Van Winkle
ptC); Bell (0); time, 55.9. 100-yard
j: backstroke—Hoye (U) was (RsqualiOed after winning first place; Dugan
||C);Lipp (C); O’Neil (U); time, 1:22.
i Diving-Dugan (C); Crowley (U)

Barnett Optical Co.

Intermountain Transportation Co.
United Transit Co.
Bus Terminal Building, Missoula, Montana
129 West Front Street

Phone 8484

W hy, of C ourse. . .

You Should Read
the News

Notices

and

Meet Our Advertisers

Flowers

TYPEWRITER
Lister Typewriter
Service

Don’t let the snow fool you.
Spring is still resting just over
Mount Sentinel. M isso u la
stores are ready to greet you
w ith the first real sunshine.
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Montanan Has Poem Varsity Vodvil
Creditable Performances
In " Younger Poets”

Computations
Show Number
O f Graduates

MONTANA

Tuesday

KAIMIN

Historic Crossing. . .

Museum Contains
John Philip Sousa.
Ancient Specimens
Freeburg Gives Anecdotes

of
Meeting the “M arch King” At
The geology laboratory in the base
A Seattle Banquet
m ent of Main hall on the State Uni
AiiJlioloffy Contains Contribution By
versity campus is a place for the
Richard Manning
"Lite to John Philip Sousa was a
Bridges may come and bridges may study of things past, dead, but not
Delta Gamma, for the second con
medium of unlim ited enjoyment.” Thus
go, but for the past 126 years the white forgotten.
secutive year, was awarded first prize
Lucia B. Mirrielees, professor in the
Roy
Freeburg, director ot the State
among the women’s acts, and Phi Survey Shows Graduates of Greater man has insisted on crossing Rattle
An atm osphere of dusty rock and University band, summed up his im
Department of English, has received
Sigma Kappa won the men's cup in
University Live All Over
snake creek usually a t the site of the ancient history pervades the place, pression ot the "March King,” who
a copy of “Younger Poets,” an anthol
Varsity Vodvil Saturday night a t the
The World
ogy of verse written by students in
new concrete bridge now under con Dim light filtering through basement created a new throne and left It with
Fox-Wilma theater. Delta Delta Delta
windows lights a room seldom dis out heir apparent.
secondary schools, collected and edited
struction on E ast Front street.
placed second and Sigma Kappa, third,
turbed by any sound louder than the
by Nellie B. Sergent of the Department
H.
H,
Statistics compiled by Dr.
Freeburg m et Sousa In Seattle in
in the women’s groups. Kappa Sigma
Captain
M
erriweather
Lewis,
on
echo of voices and footfalls from the
of English, Evander Childs high school
1924. The occasion was a banquet
was second and Alpha Tau Omega and Swain, executive secretary of the return trip, paused a t the crossing on
hallway. Usually a student m ay be
in New York City.
Rho Dammit Rho reecived an equal Greater University of Montana, show July 4, 1806 to bid his Nez Perce In
given- in the band-m aster’s honor by
found bending over a paper covering
The Verse collected in tire book rep number of votes for third place in the that of the 7,436 different students
dian* guides goodbye. He then pro some geological theme or carrying on Kappa Kappa Psi, national band fra
resents aH the 48 states, Alaska and men’s division.
graduated from all the units since the
ceeded on his way up the Blackfoot an operation which calls for much ternity, of which he was an honorary
Hawaii. Twenty-two different nation
various institutions opened their doors,
The entire seven acts were excep
alley and thence to Great Falls on the minute observation and the aid of a member. During the course of the
alities are included among the young
the State University has issued 2,671
banquet Sousa was called upon for a
tionally good and presented a variety
Missouri river.
microscope. A few models of pre
authors. Biographical notes tell about
diplomas. Eighty-three of the students
speech.
of entertainment to the audiences. Al
the authors of the poems included,
Lewis and his party found it neces historic m onsters add a slight variety
included in the total for all units have
though there were many seats left
"His talk was one continual ban
. The only Montana contribution is
been graduated from more than one of sary to splash through nine different to the general uniformity of the
vacant during the first show, the the
“Mountains," by Richard Manning,
the Montana schools, so the actual channels before they could consider draw ers and cases in the room. They rage of light banter and wit,” stated
ater
was
crowded
almost
to
capacity
who was graduated from Fergus
number of diplomas Issued totals 7,519. themselves across, but the county are all quite harm less, (but one of Freeburg. “The convention was ju st
prolonged gust of chuckles and
County high school, Lewistown, in for tile second performance.
The following figures on the bridge builders, realizing the modern them is 26 inches long and modeled
Judges of the acts w ere: first show, j
laughter from the tim e Sousa got on
1927. He was especially interested in
diplomas issued from the different pedestrian’s dislike of a detour and after an ancestor who was 30 times
poetry and other forms of written Margaret Ronan, William Angus, and schools include those students who his propensity to take cold, have pro his size. In common with his fellow his feet until he s a t down.”
One of Sousa’s homely reminiscences
composition in high school. He won E. L. Freeman; second show, C
might have been graduated from more vided him with a temporary footbridge dummies he occupies a pedestal of
the state debating championship in his Dool, Mary Harris, and Mrs. G.
over the one remaining channel to his own and is supposed to be pacing joncerned his debut as a violin player
than one of the institutions:
junior and senior years. He attended Ketcham.
in a symphony orchestra on which oc
preserve
his
patience
and
keep
his
the
m
arshy
sands
of
prehistoric
re
-1
State University, 2,671; State Nor
The different “paintings” presented
Williams college, where he took an
casion he wag wearing his first “boiled
mal, 2,467; State College, 1,727; East feet dry. Autoists are for the time gions. The dusty shelf to which he
active interest in dramatics, writing by Jean Gordon, artist in the Delta
front.” He concluded his anecdote by
ern
Normal, 357; School of Mines, 274 being constrained to find their way has been relegated is a poor excuse
and debate and he was elected for Gamma act, “Easely Scene-,” showed
saying th at “one of the greatest prob
a
block
north
and
cross
on
the
East
for
the
lands
he
once
prowled.
Phi Beta Kappa in his junior year. some of the most perfect dancing, sing and Northern school, 23.
lems
facing the symphonist today is
Main Street bridge.
Across the hall a group of light
There are 189 graduates of the uni
After his graduation with honors in ing and-chorus work ever given by
the m anipulation of a dress-shirt while
In 1S58 the crossing was included yellow tables cluttered with broken
June, 1931, he began his studies at the any organization in Varsity Vodvil. versity units who have died, three of
rendering
‘Liebefreud’ on the second
rocks, chemical bottles and tools
Harvard Law School. Richard Man “Law in the Ozarks,” which won the these having received diplomas ir as part of the old Mullan trail ex
violin."
occupy most of the laboratory. Under
ning is the son of C. G. Manning, sup prize for Phi Sigma Kappa, depicted more than one school. Deceased grad tending from Fort Benton to Walla
erintendent of schools a t Lewistown. a mountaineer scene, featured by uates of the State University number Walla, Wash. Bridge after bridge has each table top is a . collection of
Dorris MacMillan, Big Sandy, was
clever tap dancing and singing which 65; State Normal, 58; State College, been built on the site but has been [shelves, each with its allotm ent of
released Friday from North hall in
drew much applause from the audience 46; School of Mines, 22; E astern Nor weakened by the washing of the creek. stones for study on the p a rt of the,
firmary,
where she has been confined
mal, one; Northern school, none.
Two workmen, manipulating a pump, student, who is also accommodated
of both shows.
keep the creek from damaging the with a stiff chair. In bins about the several days as the resu lt of a severe
Abont a Third L ire Outside
The votes of the judges were counted
edge of the room are rocks and ores cold.
by Richard Schneider and Maxine
Graduates of the six schools, re concrete being poured into the forms.
Dorothy Peppard of Alberton was Davis, assistant managers, and the siding in Montana, total 4,737, while Two bad they could not have been on ranging from petrified dinosaur bones
chosen queen of the annual Booster trophy cups were given to the winning 2,354 reside in other states and terri hand during the spring flood of 1908 to common pebbles and standstone
club vaudeville given a t the State groups by Jack Toole, manager, at the tories. There are 115 who live in when a six-room house was swirled formations.
No space is wasted. There is some
Normal college, February 20. Helen conclusion of the acts.
foreign countries. The office of the into the middle of the Missoula river.
thing to go in every niche. A large
Favors, Place Cards and Tapers
Bayers and Virginia Randolph, both of Each of the seven organizations
chancellor has knowledge of the ad
case
in the basem ent hallway takes
eign
countries
are
distributed
as
fol
Dillon, placed second and third in the ceived $25 to defray the costs of their dresses of 7,206 graduates, while only
care of the m ost conspicuous speci
lows :
contest. The coronation of the queen acts and Delta Gamma and Phi Sigma 41 are unknown.
was the concluding event of the pro Kappa received an additional $25 each
China, 6; England and Poland, 5 mens, where the passerby may s w \e h
Seven Montana cities have more
light and examine them.
gram.
as winners.
than 100 graduates of the university each: Ecuador, and Peru, 4 each;
Brazil, Japan and South Africa, 3
"Total receipts of Varsity Vodvil units living in them. Butte leads with
Through the efforts of Eastern Mon
Earl Drost, freshman, spent the
were $1,268.75 and expenses amounted 515, then comes Missoula, with 452; each; Germany, Guatemala, Haiti,
tana Normal school authorities, the
to $956.48. The net profit this year Great Falls, 246; Bozeman, 217; Venzulea and United Soviet Republic, eek-end visiting his parents in Al
official bicentennial film entitled
h; Australia, Austria, Bolivia, berton.
was 15 per cent less than last year’s Helena, 195; Anaconda, 161, and Bill
For Grizzly Students
“Washington—His Life and Times”
Dominican Republic, Honduras, India,
gain. I wish to express my sincere ings, 155.
has been secured and will be shown
Jamacia, Manchuria, Panama, Spain,
Leonard Vance, Ronan, has been in
gratitude to the Associated Students
THE GRIZZLY BARBER
More than 40 per cent of the grad Syri
to various schools and civic organiza
Switzerland, W est Africa and I the South hall infirm ary for the past
of the State University for their co uates residing in this state live in
SHOP
tions of Billings.
| few days.
operation in producing Varsity Vodvil. these seven cities. The addresses of Western Australia, 1 each.
Wlu
F irst i’lnce for Delta Gamma
and Phi Sigma Kappa

Captain Lewis Forded River
At This Point While on the
Famous Expedition

Phillip o. Keeney
coin Steffens’ ; AutJi
:Aatob%a»W,; ?
afternoon
half-hour, beginning at 4
the home economics
4 clock.
precede the last meeting, of c
for the quarter, student, L v jS I
members are invited
r* J l|

About Them

St. Patrick’s Day
HEINRICH’S

Being a specialist W* ♦
one thing . 11 jnst
do. When people
work done t t e y ^ l l M ,

Leading Shoe Shoo
919 S o m Higgins Aram?

If your car Is lard to
start or seems sluggish
these cold morningsyou may need a differ
ent oil. Gome in and
let us look over jour
car, we can soon tel!.

Shell 400
This is the kind of gas
you n e e d * th e Bud
t h a t gives a nev,
smooth performance to
your car, the kind that
gives you a quick pickup and long, steady
mileage.

The G rizzly Shop

The Hoosier- Salon a rt exhibit, com
posed of paintings by noted Indiana
artists, is now on display at Montana
State College. One two-tliirds length
portrait of a young society girl by
Guy Brown Nises is valued at $2,000.
Another painting by William Adams
entitled “The Sphinx” has approxi
mately the same value. Other paint
ings and etchings included in the dis
tinguished collection are valued at
prices ranging from $8 to $700.

I thank those who attended the show,
the production staff and the organiza
tions that produced acts, which were
certainly worthy of professional
ability. Such co-operation will surely
insure a better show for next
Jack Toole said yesterday.

Big Audience Hears
Crowder*s Recital

the other nearly 60 per cent residing
n Montana, are scattered among 480
different postoffices.
Cities outside of Montana where
more than 50 graduates of the uni
versity units reside are: Seattle, 152;
Los Angeles, 135; Chicago, 118; New
York City, 59; Spokane, 57, and Port
land, Ore., 53.
Where They Are Located
In states outside of Montana, includ
ing territories, the 2,354 graduates are
distributed as follows:
California, 478; Washington, 370;
Illinois, 185; Idaho, 125; Oregon, 119;
New York, 116; Pennsylvania, 76;
Minnesota, 72; Wyoming, 58; WisconMassachusetts, 46; Ohio, 44;
Arizona and the District of Columbia,
40 each; Colorado, 39; Iowa and Mich
igan, 38 each; Missouri, 37; North Da
kota, 35; Utah, 32; New Jersey, 30;
South Dakota and Alaska, 24 each;
Nebraska, 23; Nevada, 21; Kansas, 20;
Hawaii, 19; Indiana, 18; Texas, 14 ;
New Mexico, 12; Philippine Islands,
1; Kentucky and Connecticut, 10
each; Maryland, 9; Florida and Okla
homa, 8 each; Tennessee and Virginia.
North Carolina, 5; Alabama,
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana and
Maine, 4 each; Mississippi, 3; Canal
Zone, Delaware, South Carolina and
West Virginia, 2 each; New Hamp
shire, Porto Rico, Rhode Island and
Vermont, 1 each.
Most graduates living in foreign
untries are in Canada, with 24, Chile
is second with 21 and Mexico, third
Ith 13.
The remaining 57 graduates in for-

A capacity house listened to selec
tions from noted m asters as played
by John Crowder, associate professor
in the School of Music, Sunday after
noon in Main hall auditorium. The
varied program which was played with
skill and appreciation opened with a
group from Schumann, continued
through Beethoven Sonata and several
Chopin selections, and closed with e
modern group from American com
Women housed in the dormitory at posers, with the exception of one com
Montana State Normal college have position by John Ireland, an Englishorganized a dramatics club under the
rho . al group of selections which
name of Dormitory Freshmen Player
Membership is divided into eight sep was probably the most appreciated by
the
audience, included a number byarate groups.
John Powell, “Banjo Picker.” Powell
President G. II. Vande Bogart of the presented the piece last year when he
Northern Montana College at Havr gave his concert in Missoula. The
addressed a county-wide audience at number attracting the most attention
was Lowndes Maury’s “Impromptu,”
Sidney on Washington’s birthday.
a dashing, spontaneous composition.
Superintendent Charles Henry of the Maury was graduated last year from
training school at Montana State the State University.
Normal College represented the school
The encore, finally obtained by a
at the Bicentennial Convocation of persistent audience, was Godowsky’s
George Washington university, Wash arrangement of Albeniz’ Tango in D
ington, D. C., last week. While in the major.
east he will also attend the meeting
The concert, the second to be given
of the American Association of Teach this year by the School of Music, was
ers’ Colleges.
well leceived by an audience composed
C. L. WORKING
of townspeople and students.
“Always Working”
Marie Montana, noted American
Crowder, in his three years as a
jew eler
soprano, appeared in a concert befor< professor in the School of Music, has
Watch Repairing a Specialty
Montana State Normal College stu given many programs.
dents February 26. While on a tour
122 N. Higgins
Missoula, Mont.
arranged by the National Broadcasting
Artists service, she was brought to the
school under the sponsorship of the
Value m ust be “the best possible
student activity committee.
quality a t the lowest possible
Final examinations for the winter price.” Try the
e d it o r s w il l m e e t
quarter will be held Monday, March
14 to Thursday, March 17, inclusive
The board of editors of Collegiana. and are in general of two hours dura
Higgins Avenue
the student publication, will meet in tion with the exception of a few
the library at 3 o’clock Friday after lasses meeting on Tuesdays and
noon to discuss the next issue of the ’hursdays.
magazine, which will appear the first
the hours of the examination :
week of spring quarter. There will Monday, 8 to 10, all 9 o’clocks; 10:00be three issues during spring quarter. 12:10, all P. & E. P. and Economics
I’lioue 3118
4ab; 1:10-3-10, all 3 o’elocks; 3:20Virginia Graybeal, Moccasin; Lura :20, all French. Tuesday: 8 to 10.
H AT BLOCKING
Jean Hunt, Winifred, and E l l e n ■II 11 o’olocks; 10:00-12:10, military
DRY CLEANING
Shields, Dutton, were all confined in science; 1:10-3:10, all 2 o’clocks: 3:20North hall infirmary for a short time
20, all phyckology.
last week with influenza.
Wednesday: 8 to 10, all 10 o’clocks;
10:00-12:10, biology F llb and botany
Betty Ann Strauss, Great Falls, F llb ; 1:10-3:10, all 1 o’clocks; 3:20
visited her sister, Esther, at North hall to 520, English F l la and economies
over the week-end.
Thursday: 8 to 10, all 8 o’clocks;
10:00-12:10, accounting 12a and 113b;
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
Dorothy Deibel, Miles City, will re
10-3:10, all Spanish; 3:20-5:20 all
NATIONAL BANK IN
am to school spring quarter.
German.
MONTANA
“The Fortune Teller" by Victor
Herbert will be presented by Montana
State College students as one of the
most elaborate musical comedies un
dertaken there during the last few
years. More than fifty students tried
out for parts in the chorus and cast
of the play. It will be presented April
28 and 30 under the direction of Bert
Hanson of the Department of English.
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Light u p . . . Convince Yourself that Chesterfields Satisfy
LIP OPEN a pack of Chesterfields!
Help yourself to a cigarette...Light
u p , . . and let’s get the facts.

F

mistaking that rare balance of flavor
built up by Cross-Blending. You enjoy
it in every fragrant puff!
Even the cigarette paper is different
Cleaner, whiter, tasteless. . . the purest
that money can buy.
Listen, smokers . . . this is straight.
You can’t put taste in a cigarette . • •
unless quality goes in, too,

Mister. , . you’re dead right. They’re
milder!
It s no secret in tobacco circles that
Chesterfield buys the finest tobaccos
that grow ...Turkish and Dom estic...
sun-ripened, mellow, pure!
Chesterfields are blended first, . .
then cross-blended . . . to make them
milder, , , and milder still! There’s no

T H E Y ’RE

M IL D E R

T H E Y'R E

• P ass your verdict on Chesterfield's R adio Program*
to o l Nat Shilkret’s 35>piece Orchestra w ith iM®?
Gray, so lo ist, are on th e Colum bia N etw ork every
n ig h t excep t Sunday, at 10:30 Eastern Standard Time.

PURE

THEY
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BETTER

e y

